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Background: Beginning of the semester, we were given the opportunity to design a
customized recreational vehicle for ARV. That caters to the user's lifestyle and needs. I wanted
to take this project further a solve a problem that helps people with disabilities. Realizing there is
or lack of wheelchair/ handicapped accessible RV out there.

Doing some research on wheelchair users, I found out that approximately ⅕ of adults living in the
U.S. have physical disabilities. Their health issues prevent them from traveling in recreational
vehicles. Many RVs don't fulfill The Americans with Disabilities Act code that provides
accessibilities for people with disabilities.

Average campers and recreational vehicles are designed for individuals who don't have physical
limitations. Buyers with disabilities usually buy RVs that don't have or lack their specific needs.
A few RVs are designed to meet the needs of the disabled. Still, most of them can't function
properly, don't have all the required equipment, and aren't that comfortable, allowing you to have
the actual traveling RV experience.

Problem: The issues for wheelchair users are the lack of space standard RVs provide, making
it harder for them to maneuver around the interior of an RV.  The challenges it brings on them of
getting in and out of RVs.  Not many wheelchair-accessible RVs are equipped with the right
equipment and installation. Making it difficult to enjoy the benefits and ability to travel
comfortably.

Hypothesis: Designing an accessible RV that accommodates mobility challenges that evolved
into feeling like home. By addressing the widened space in the RV and installing the RV’s front
and back entrance and exit ways. Designing the interior of the RV to be more wheelchair
accessible gives the wheelchair user some independence, making their travels more enjoyable.
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